
Week of: Grade
Level Literacy Focus

Literacy Mini-
Lesson(s)/
Strategy

Literacy
Vocabulary

Mathematics
Focus

Mathematics
Vocabulary

Science
Focus

Science
Vocabulary

Social
Studies/Health/

Other Focus

Social
Studies/Health/

Other Vocabulary

Upcoming
Projects/Long term

assignments

10/12/201
5 3

Studying
Characters
Across a Series
of Books

Grow theories
about charas
Infer chara's
thoughts and
feelings
Use personal
experiences to
empathize with
charas
Envision to identify
with chara
Use precise words

character traits
theme
plot
summary
envision

Subtraction/Addit
ion with Multi
Digit Problems

sum
difference
operation
multiples

Continue 3
states of
matter - focus
on change
within the
states

physical change
chemical
change
convection
conduction
evaporation
condensation
friction - heat Rawls Rawls Rawls

10/12/201
5 4

Determine theme
of a selection
and summarizing
the text.

Types of themes
and main idea/key
details

theme
main idea
key/supporting
details

distributive
property
area i.e,
extension of
arrays
irregular figures
break apart
arrays to form
rectangles

area
arrays
dimensions
distributive
property
factors
multiples

rocks and
minerals
changes in
Earth's
surface,
erosion,
weathering,
earthquake,fir
e

rocks and
minerals
changes in
Earth's surface,
erosion,
weathering,
earthquake,fire

Regions of NC
resources of NC

coastal plain
Piedmont
mountains
rural/urban
descendants
culture
migration
elevation
frontier

Rocks and Minerals
research

10/12/201
5 5

Growing theories
about characters
and having good
conversations
about their
characters.

Anchor charts,
reader's response
letters, small group

Theme
Moral
Lesson learned
Theories
Tone
Dialogue
Feelings
Traits

Find the volume
of 3-dimensional
figures.

Volume
Area
Perimeter
length, width,
height
Formula

Weather
(Humidity,
Water Vapor,
Clouds)

Humidity
Water Vapor
Stratus Cloud
Cumulus Cloud
Cirrus Cloud
Fog

Native American
Cultural Regions
European
exploration

Age of Exploration
artifacts
origins \
traditions

Juan Ponce De
Leon
Christopher
Colombus
Jaque Cartier Memoirs

10/12/201
5 1

Sharing with
partners during
reader's
workshop
Retelling
Finish writing a
personal
narrative
Nonfiction
Writing
(informational/Ho
w to)
long vowels

Making a plan to
share with my
partner during
Reader's
Workshop
Retelling a story

Caps for Sale -
ordinary,
extraordinary,
fatigued,
refreshed
Curious
George Goes
to the Ice
Cream Shop -
curious,
masterpiece,
scold, rush

Defining and
non-defining
attributes of
shapes
2D shapes
Defining
attributes of 2D
shapes

3D shapes
Defining
attributes of 3D
shapes
finding shapes in
the environment

angles
lines
polygon
closed and open
shapes
attributes
names of 2D
shapes
Faces
edge
vertex
names of 3D
shapes

Changing of
the Seasons
-Fall, Winter,
Spring,
Summer

Life Cycle of
Pumpkin
Plant- field trip
to Carrigan
Farms on
Thursday
10/15

Fall, Autumn,
Winter, Spring,
Summer,
hibernate,life
cycle, seeds, same as science same as science n/a

10/12/201
5 K

Pictures and
sounds to label
writing
Tell about a
familiar event
Actively engage
in group reading
activities

Book awareness
assessment
Writing
assessment

front cover
back cover
title page
letter
word

AB patterns
Describe and
compare
measure able
attributes of
objects like
length and
weight

pattern
length
weight
bigger
smaller
taller
shorter

Fall- leaves
and trees and
apples related
to seasons

Season
seed
tree
vine
apple
core
skin

understand the
role of a citizen

respect and
responsibility
making good
choices apple day



Week of: Grade
Level Literacy Focus

Literacy Mini-
Lesson(s)/
Strategy

Literacy
Vocabulary

Mathematics
Focus

Mathematics
Vocabulary

Science
Focus

Science
Vocabulary

Social
Studies/Health/

Other Focus

Social
Studies/Health/

Other Vocabulary

Upcoming
Projects/Long term

assignments

10/12/201
5 2

Ask and answer
questions such
as: the 5 Ws,
how to
demonstrate the
understanding of
key details
Know and use
various text
features
Understand
author's purpose
Continue
personal
narratives

Read alouds
featuring text
features, author's
purpose
Peer conferencing
with personal
narratives

beginning.
middle, end,
details, text
features,
author's
purpose,
characters,
"bringing to
life", problem.
solution,
setting

Doubles, facts to
10, coin
identification and
counting,
addition and
subtraction story
problems.

doubles. doubles
plus 1, addends,
sum, difference,
how many more,
how many are
left, in all ,
together,
combined

water cycle
and types of
weather, and
tools used to
measure the
weather

storms,
hurricane,
tornado,
blizzard,
precipitation,
condensation,
barometer,
anemometer,
thermometer,
rain gauge

Community
workers, types of
communities, how
communities
function

service workers,
rural. urban,
suburban none


